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Describe your coaching experience. 

I have been coaching since 2004 and have been in the personal development field since 1989. My coaching 

centers on dealing with pressure and stress. More generally I am a lecturer at the University of 

Southampton and work as a therapist for PTSD Resolution which helps former soldiers to manage combat 

stress.  

Why do you think pressure management is so important in today’s business world? 

We live a fast paced lifestyle and the business word is no exception. The danger of this is that it can throw 

people into survival mode rather than the more appropriate competency mode. In survival mode we are 

essentially using our fight or flight response to try to manage what we perceive as a threat. The consequence 

of that is we use a much more primitive part of our brain which allows us to act impulsively and with less 

thought. This is maladaptive in business. We need to be more focused on remaining in competency mode 

which involves empathy, forward planning and creativity. Our whole brain needs to be available to us.  

What are your top tips for pressure management? 

To be aware of how we feel. When we are in survival mode we tend to focus on the in-breath to give us 

energy for what our brain perceives to be a fight or a challenge. When this passes we focus on the out-

breath to attempt to stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system which gets the stress response down. 

Using the exercise 7-11 breathing (breathe in to the count of seven and out to the count of eleven) is a way 

of communicating to our mind body system that it’s OK to return to our pre stress state. Take care what 

you say to yourself. Positive self-talk is very important. If you say ‘don’t panic’ you’ll typically do the exact 

opposite! 

What do you work on in your coaching sessions? 

Every client is different so I first ask them to identify what makes them feel pressure and stress, be it specific 

or in general. After identifying their stressors I look at how they can be worked on. I build up a client’s 

ability to respond to their challenges. One example of a technique I use is to picture a set of scales with 

demands on one side with resources and capacity to cope on the other. We can get those scales out of 
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balance and I work on how best to deal with the imbalance, either by reducing demands or increasing the 

capacity to cope. 

What can clients look to achieve from attending one of your sessions? 

One of the key things is self-awareness. They will learn how to avoid predicting negative outcomes and 

discounting success and instead focus on positivity. I also help them to avoid catastrophising and work on 

putting their pressures and stress in perspective.  

Give an example where you’re coaching has made an impact. 

I have helped several clients who in the past had self-sabotaged presentations they had to make by 

predicting they were going to go badly. By replacing negative thoughts with positive ones and coaching 

them to have clear visual representations of being relaxed and delivering a successful presentation helped 

they were able to stay in competency mode and deliver an outstanding presentation. 

What should clients think about and prepare before attending one of your sessions? 

It is up to the client. I send them a workbook to look at before a session and they can complete as much of 

it as they choose. It provides a background to how I coach and helps set up helpful expectations on both 

sides. Often the way clients approach the workbook helps me to identify how I need to work with them in 

order to get the best results. 

Describe your style of coaching. 

I would say I aim to be very democratic. I encourage the client to talk in detail about particular challenges 

they are facing, their coping strategies and what they are open to working on and how. I endeavor to make 

the process as egalitarian as possible which encourages openness from both myself and the client. 

Transparency and congruence also play an important role in my coaching style. 

Would you be able to recommend any books to read, clips to watch or anything else to help develop 

pressure management skills further? 

Albert Ellis and William Glasser have some useful tips and advice on YouTube. Ellis originated the ‘ABC 

Model’ (Activating Event, Belief and Consequence) and Glasser is a proponent of ‘Choice Theory’ which 

offers a lot of guidance to help the way we respond to challenges. I would also recommend watching clips of 

Joe Griffin and Ivan Tyrrell who are founders of the ‘Human Givens Approach’ which focuses on 

maintaining resilience by effectively meeting our emotional needs and making best use of our innate 

resources. 

 

 

 


